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Preface
This project report is created and compiled by Michael Sparre Sørensen on the seventh
semester of Bachelor of Engineering in Export Technology with specialization in Global
Business Systems study at Aalborg University.
The project is compiled with a
collaboration with Integrate in Aalborg and the Department of Materials and Production
of Aalborg University.
The scope of this project is to carry out a problem-based project-oriented effort on a
subject in relation to the completed internship on the sixth semester. The project subject
is as such self-imposed by the student, which is for this paper to develop a digital twin
on AAU Smart Factory. The objective of the project is for the student to be capable
of conveying relevant theoretical approaches, methods and theories to practical technical
problem statements and solutions.
The support from the supervisor of this project, Kim Nørgaard Jensen, is sincerely
acknowledged. Kim Nørgaard Jensen, who has been conducive in determining the right
procedure of the project, has also supported with contributing encouraging guidance
and constructive criticism to achieve a logical structure for the project as well as
the report. Additionally, Casper Schou, Postdoc at the Department of Materials and
Production of Aalborg University is acknowledged for his contributions and guidance
on the interpretation of AAU Smart Factory. Finally, Dan Knudsen, Consultant and
simulation expert from Integrate has been of great assistance in reviewing and discussing
the approaches used on the development of the digital twin.
Throughout this project, the Harvard referencing is utilized. The references are compiled
and arranged at the end of the report as a complete reference list. The references are
given as so; [Surname, Year]. The references in the report will lead the reader to the entire
reference list at the end of the report, where books are submitted by author, title, edition,
and publisher. The web pages will be submitted with author, title, and URL. Figures,
equations, and tables will be numbered according to the chapter, i.e., the first figure in
chapter 6 would be numbered 6.1 and the second 6.2, etc. There is a supplementary text
which will be displayed below the figures and tables.
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Danish Resumé
Siden den industrielle fødsel har man gennem de seneste århundreder været gennem
en række udviklingsprincipper så revolutionære, at man betegner dem som revolutioner
i sig selv. Den første industrielle revolution medførte mekaniseringen. Den anden
var kendetegnet af selve industrialiseringen af virksomheder, netop at man opførte
linjeproduktioner i store fabrikshaller. Den tredje var præget af nye teknologiske og ITmæssige udviklinger. Siden Hannover Fair, 2011, har man omtalt de nye teknologiske træk
man oplever i dag, som den fjerde industrielle revolution - bedre kendt som Industri 4.0.
Industri 4.0 omhandler en digitalisering af samtlige elementer i virksomhedens produktions
apparat såvel som i selve produkterne og resten af forsyningskæden. Udfra Industri
4.0 udspringer den digitale tvilling; en digital kopi af virkelighedens produktionssystem.
Gennem den digitale tvilling kan virksomheder optimere deres smarte produktioner,
såkaldte "smart factories", ved at indsamle viden om alting og handle derpå. Det
ultimative mål er et produktionsapparat der via kunstig intelligens selv tager beslutninger
og konstant optimerer sig selv i henhold til kundernes bedste interesse.
Aalborg Universitet har erhvervet en sådan smart factory tilbage i 2016, kaldet AAU Smart
Factory, og har sidenhen udforsket principperne bag en Industri 4.0 produktion. Gennem
viden og erfaringer fra praktikophold i konsulentvirksomheden Integrate, vil dette projekt
udforske det at bygge en digital tvilling af et fysisk system, nemlig AAU Smart Factory.
Integrate specialiserer sig i simulering af produktionssystemer, men har hidtil ikke opført
en digital tvilling.
Gennem projektet her, vil knowhow på det at udvikle en digital tvilling blive overført til
Integrate, samt selve udviklingen på AAU Smart Factory vil muliggøre Aalborg Universitet
i at udforske endnu flere aspekter af Industri 4.0 produktioner.
På baggrund af en tidligere digital tvilling i et tidligt stadie, vil dette projekt viderebygge
det tidligere stadie til at ramme et niveau, hvor det fysiske produtionssystem bliver
automatisk replikeret i den digitale tvilling. Dette bliver opnået gennem funktionalitet
udviklet i FestoMES og KUKA, de to styrende systemer på AAU Smart Factory. Ved
at trække relevant data fra de to systemer direkte ind i den digitale tvilling, kan man
eliminere behovet for menneskelig indblanding, og dermed drastisk nedskære risikoen for
menneskelig fejl.
En handlingsplan for at opnå dette visionære mål vil blive udviklet og diskuteret gennem
vii
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rapporten. Hertil vil selve udviklingen følge en iterativ tilgang, hvorpå der udvikles,
verificeres, udvikles videre og sidst valideres. Dette er essentielt for at opnå en valid
funktionel digital tvilling, som korrekt imiterer det fysiske produktionsmiljø.
Til sidst i projektet vil effekten af den digitale tvilling blive diskuteret, samt hvilke
afvigelser der er tilstede i den digitale tvilling i forhold til den fysiske pendant. Hertil
vil det fremtidige arbejde på den digitale tvilling blive berørt, samt diskuteret, hvilke
tiltag der er krævet for at nå i mål med den komplette selvstyrende digitale tvilling, som
fremtidens virkomheder kræver.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This paper is a direct derivation of an internship conducted at the consulting company
Integrate. It seeks to fulfill the desires of Integrate and the Department of Materials and
Production of Aalborg University, which is to respectively elevate knowhow on Industry
4.0 simulation (digital twin) and enhance the existing digital twin of AAU Smart Factory.
The digital twin is a visionary idea of the pioneering Industry 4.0 smart factory. It
incorporates creating a digital replica of the physical world that is updated in real time.
From the digital twin, managers are able to gain insights in current production setups and
further conduct experiments on new concepts. Experimenting in a digital world drives
down development costs dramatically, while being capable of demonstrating flaws that
may not be spotted until the actual - often expensive - implementation in an enterprise.
Through a straight forward approach, this paper presents relevant theory on Industry 4.0
and the pivotal digital twin. The development of the digital twin will take point of origin
in a previous early-stage digital twin on AAU Smart Factory. From here, via a proposed
framework, the effort on enhancing the current digital twin will take place.
Next, the actual development of the digital twin will be presented and validated. Finally,
the outcome of the digital twin will be outlined, after which final thoughts on further
research, if necessary, is explored.

1

Chapter 2

Internship
Through this chapter, an understanding of the interrelationship between my internship
and this paper, my final project, will be outlined. Additionally, a brief introduction to the
internship company Integrate A/S, its challenges and its factor to this paper will follow.
Integrate is a minor consulting company consisting of six employees located in Aalborg.
The company specializes in two business areas; discrete event simulation and traditional
optimization techniques. Through simulation in the software Enterprise Dynamics,
Integrate offers a broad variety of services, which are divided into test/verification of
conceptual facilities, called proof of concept, and optimization of existing facilities, called
proof of production. Its second business area is named traditional optimization, which
consists of general optimization techniques/methodologies mainly with focal point in
philosophies of LEAN, Six Sigma etc.
The market segment of Integrate is primarily Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs), which
find themselves lacking behind the takt of an ever growing industry. Occasionally, Integrate
also cooperates on larger projects with major Danish enterprises such as Grundfos, LEGO,
Siemens and so on. [Integrate A/S, 2018a]
Following an educative successful internship in Integrate, an internship paper was to be
composed, to analyze and conclude on a relevant issue of choice within Integrate as an
enterprise. The paper examined the two issues of fluctuating demand and ability to produce
orders within the amount of time allocated from project start. Through an analysis of the
internal processes, it was found that Integrate would benefit from an implementation of
modularization in its ’production’ of projects. This conclusion was based highly on the fact
that projects were often single-handedly fulfilled by employees rather than having several
or all employees collaborating on the same project - resulting in a faster throughput time.
[Sørensen, 2018]
Through my internship in Integrate, I was introduced to several business cases ranging
from simple Excel issues and database implementation through Business Intelligence to
complex simulation modelling on international projects. Of the mentioned, simulation as
a business area was my primary concern. Firstly, I was introduced to simple simulation
issues and assisted on educational matters for customers. As a means of increasing my
3
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simulation competencies, I also spend a considerable amount of time assisting a colleague
on simulation issues regarding his master thesis Development of a digital twin for a
learning factory [Cordes, 2018]. The thesis concerned around creating a simulation suite
on AAU Smart Factory, from where interested parties could conduct their own simulation
experiments with ease. Through the issues of the master thesis, I was introduced to
simulation in an Industry 4.0 environment based on Internet of Things (IoT) machinery.
The master thesis resulted in a suite containing digital versions of the real life machinery.
However, as the thesis focused on the ability to geographically alter the setup of AAU
Smart Factory, it did not fully explore the possibility for autonomous simulation - a key
part of Industry 4.0.
Since the hand in of my internship paper, meetings have been held to address the issues
also mentioned in the paper, namely the need for a stronger economy in general. That
is, a more stable revenue as well as larger demand from customers. A solution proposal
to solve the issues can go in many directions. However, as I have been more and more
incorporated in Integrate, it stands clear that the industry as a whole is beginning to
demand more and more expertise and know-how on the area of Industry 4.0. As a result on
the development, Integrate has desired to be a front-runner on areas, where current business
areas of Integrate can be jointed with Industry 4.0. Under here especially simulation, which
is a key area of Industry 4.0 [Boston Consulting Group, 2015] and a major business area
of Integrate already [Integrate A/S, 2018b].
Based on desires from Integrate and the development in the industry, this paper will seek
to investigate, how Industry 4.0 simulation can be implemented and utilized in practice
in the software Enterprise Dynamics. As the preliminary work has already been carried
out by [Cordes, 2018] on AAU Smart Factory, this paper will build upon the master thesis
previously mentioned, only will it have a different focus, i.e. autonomous simulation.
The following chapter will explore Industry 4.0 as a whole and the role of simulation within.

4

Chapter 3

Industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 is on many fronts the next major revolution of production, logistics and doing
business in general as we know it. The philosophy is based off of having all entities of a
production system connected, making them utilize the principles of the Internet of Things
(IoT). [Marr, 2018].
This chapter will examine and scrutinize the different parts of the Industry 4.0 environment
as well as how the new focus area from Integrate, mentioned in chapter 2, Industry 4.0
simulation, is interrelated in the environment.

3.1

Historical Development of Industries

Historically speaking, the world has gone through three industrial revolutions, which is
where Industry 4.0 is named after. To fully understand how big of an revolution Industry
4.0 is going to be, this section will shortly summarize the three industrial revolutions based
on the historical summation from [Klingenberg, 2017].
Starting in the beginning with the First Industrial Revolution (1784-1870), the
developments of mechanized power generation such as coal, steam and water powered
machinery substituted the need for human labor in many processes. These new
technologies enabled for increased production capacity, which led companies to accumulate
manufacturing processes, ultimately giving birth to what is known today as a factory.
Additionally, the introduction of the Watt steam engine enabled businesses to place
factories far away from rivers or coal mines and utilize the new production power
technologies hereof.
The Second Industrial Revolution (1870-1969) introduced a new energy source, electricity,
which enabled manufacturing innovators of the time to develop even more complex
machinery. Together with the introduction of mass production, the line production
principles, best known from Henry Ford’s assembly line of the Model T, were born
[History.com, 2009]. This led to a major increase in production capacity and shorter
throughput time in productions. Ultimately, it drove prices down, thus quality of life
increased, as the average worker now could afford what has previously been exclusively for
the wealthy upper class.
5
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Even though the Second Industrial Revolution enabled for many great inventions, it
introduced a problem in production, i.e. slow expensive changeover times as well as a
decrease in variety of products offered.
These issues were accommodated by the Third Industrial Revolution (1969-today). This
revolution is not characterized by a change in energy sources, but by using electronics
and information technology (IT) to automate manufacturing. Computers, chips and the
internet facilitated the use of automation across several processes in manufacturing, which
were previously performed manually. This led to the creation of the Programmable Logic
Controller (PLC) found in machines performing repetitive jobs. In the 1980s the term
Advanced Manufacturing Technologies (AMT) emerged, which refers to all computer
aided manufacturing systems found in production systems today. Computers assisted
in optimization of production setups through complex algorithms. Moreover, design of
products, planning and scheduling etc. was performed on computers as well. As computing
technologies advance, manufacturers keep developing increasingly advanced optimization
and capacity increasing initiatives on all parts of a supply chain.

3.2

From 3.0 to 4.0

This section explores the new technological advances required in production systems to go
from Industry 3.0 (Third Industrial Revolution) to Industry 4.0. As to how far the world
has already advanced into Industry 4.0 today is very debated. As seen above, [Klingenberg,
2017] thinks that Industry 3.0 is still present today and Industry 4.0 has only just begun.
Others think that we are a bit further in the revolution, which may be argued for, as some
Industry 4.0 enabling components already were present some 30 years ago [Klingenberg,
2017].
Industry 4.0 was first introduced at the Hannover fair in 2011 and has been discussed
worldwide ever since. According to [Rojko, 2017], the main idea is to exploit the potentials
of new technologies and concepts such as:
• availability and use of the internet and IoT,
• integration of technical processes and business processes in the companies,
• digital mapping and virtualization of the real world,
• ’Smart’ factory including means of industrial production and ’smart’ products.
When fully achieved, the potential of Industry 4.0 will result in a ’smart factory’ consisting
of autonomous machinery. These machines will solve complex decision making on their
own based on machine learning algorithms and real-time data capturing, analytic of
current setup and previous successful decision makings. The reconfigurating manufacturing
systems will be able to ’adapt their hardware and software components to follow everchanging market requirements of type and quantity of products’ [Rojko, 2017].
Machines in a smart factory are Cyper-Physical Systems (CPS), which are physical
systems integrated with Information and Communications Technology (ICT) components.
Through the ICT components, the CPSs retrieve all relevant data in order to perform
the autonomous decision making. Basically, all hardware components of a production
6
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system will be fitted with a sensor, which is connected via ICT to transmit data to a
decentralized cloud-based server. All data will be stored and be available for further data
analytic processing to either manually or autonomously optimize the system. This is a
requirement for the smart factory, as CPSs need historical data to firstly learn from and
secondly optimize themselves through while production is running [Arel et al., 2010].
In addition to machines, products are also smart in a smart factory. Meaning, products
are embedded with sensors, constantly measuring critical and convenient readings such
as product condition, environment, logistical path through a production line and so
on. They can even keep measuring themselves during lifetime/application, which enables
manufacturers to proactively react on condition-based maintenance, such as a costly and
time-consuming maintenance on a distant wind turbine.
To fully achieve the digital transformation that Industry 4.0 refers to, nine key technologies
has to be further innovated and implemented into one single production system that
interoperates within itself autonomously. [Boston Consulting Group, 2015]

3.3

Nine key technologies of Industry 4.0

According to the well acknowledged consulting firm Boston Consulting Group, nine key
technologies/building blocks are accelerating and transforming the modern world into
the Fourth Industrial Revolution (today-??). The nine technologies seen in Figure 3.1
can already be found through production systems today. However, they are in isolated,
optimized cells that do not communicate with the supply chain as interconnected CPSs.
The philosophy of Industry 4.0 is thus not to develop all nine technologies from scratch,
but to combine them and automate them through ICT technology in CPSs that handle all
processes of a supply chain with a minimum need for human interference.
The nine technologies are presented below in Figure 3.1 and will be elaborated afterwards.

7
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Figure 3.1: Nine technologies are transforming industrial production [Boston Consulting
Group, 2015]
Each of the nine technologies will shortly be elaborated to understand their role and
capabilities in relation to the Industry 4.0 environment. [Boston Consulting Group, 2015]

3.3.1

Big Data and Analytics

Lately, businesses have started to record and utilize big data. Some businesses even record
data through the entire enterprise in spite of having no utilization hereof, simply due to the
fact that big data can be of great value in the future. As mentioned earlier, it is especially
in the issues of autonomous decision making - derived from deep machine learning - that
recording of data in every part of a supply chain and value chain can turn out to be gamechanging in the Industry 4.0 environment [Arel et al., 2010]. As of now, the total potential
of big data and analytics is yet to be discovered.

3.3.2

Autonomous Robots

Manufacturers in various industries have long used robots in productions. As computing
power improves, robots evolve as well. Nowadays, it is not uncommon to find autonomous
robots in productions with highly repetitive tasks requiring high precision such as the
automotive industry [KUKA, 2014]. Ultimately, the vision of autonomous robots implies
fully autonomous interconnected robots that work side by side to humans, learning
and evolving even more from their human counterparts. Decision-making will happen
autonomously as well, creating a perfect optimized smart factory running by itself [Boston
Consulting Group, 2018].

8
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Simulation

Currently, simulation is widely used in product development, material engineering,
production processes and various optimization scenarios. In the future, simulation will
be extensively used through all parts of a supply chain to virtually imitate the physical
world through a Digital Twin. A virtual twin where every configuration, product variation
and scenario can be tested and verified for the best possible setup, before the physical
changeover takes place. This way, businesses will drive down costs greatly in relation to
setup times, quality engineering etc.

3.3.4

Horizontal and Vertical System Integration

At present, IT systems are not fully integrated across supply and value chains. Companies
do have complex IT systems, yet they are often delimited company-wise or even
department-wise. The result is companies miss out on the potential to respond to or create
new value across whole supply and value chains. A great example of this is the bullwhip
effect, which is where ’[...] small fluctuations in demand at the retail level can cause
progressively larger fluctuations in demand at the wholesale, distributor, manufacturer
and raw material supplier levels [TechTarget, 2018].’ This can be responded to by having
an open IT System between buyer and supplier.

3.3.5

The Industrial Internet of Things

Internet of Things involves having all relevant entities equipped with sensors and embedded
computers, resulting in intelligent machinery and products. An example of such, is a
machine that knows through decentralized IoT and ICT systems which product is to be
processed next. Thus, it ’knows’ which manufacturing steps must be performed next.
Hereby, it can adapt to perform all manufacturing steps on different product types without
the need for human interference.

3.3.6

Cybersecurity

Management and production systems are currently unconnected or closed. Though, with
the increased connectivity that Industry 4.0 entails, more focus is being shifted towards the
securing of critical industrial systems and manufacturing lines. Previously, manufacturers
had in-house offline management and production systems, which were never threatened by
outside entities, however this changes with the introduction of standard protocols in IoT.

3.3.7

The Cloud

Cloud-based software is in short software that is server-based often on a centralized
server. Previously, the performance of cloud technology has not been sufficient on the
high bandwidth and response times that the smart factory requires to communicate across
interconnected supply and value chains. Though, the performance of cloud technology will
improve, achieving reaction times of just a few microseconds.

9
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Additive Manufacturing

Today, additive manufacturing, such as 3D printing, is mainly used to prototype and
produce individual components. In the near future though, smart factories will use additive
manufacturing to produce small batches or customized products, eliminating the need
for setting up an entire production line to produce a minor batch. Additionally, as the
technology improves, companies may produce products on-site in stores in the event of a
stockout.

3.3.9

Augmented Reality

Currently, Augmented Reality (AR) is on an experimental plan and is seen used in basic
applications such as training purposes for laying pipes, where a pipe is displayed in 3D on
top of the real world through advanced sensors and computing software [Amza et al., 2017].
As the technology evolves, the cost of AR will decrease, giving opportunity to utilize the
technology in several other business areas, such as displaying real-time data to workers.

3.4

Simulation in an Industry 4.0 environment

As shortly mentioned in subsection 3.3.3, simulation in the Industry 4.0 environment will
entail creating an autonomous full scale digital twin with real-time interconnection to all
IoT entities of the supply chain. At all times, the digital twin ’[...] can allow companies to
have a complete digital footprint of their products from design and development through
the end of the product life cycle [Deloitte, 2015].’ In combination with complex algorithms,
simulation will be able to autonomously determine the most beneficial production setup.
By running the simulation each time a new order enters, managers will only have to monitor
the system and occasionally act on external events such as politic, socioeconomic, cultural
and other aspects.
As the digital twin involves every aspect of a manufacturing and production system, it can
be used to reach the full potential of the smart factory, creating opportunity to save costs,
achieve better quality or improve efficiency. Thus, it is considered to be one of the key
elements within the nine pillars of Industry 4.0 [Deloitte, 2015]. Simulation in Industry
4.0 can be summarized, as to being the element that accelerates and unleashes the full
potential of all of the remaining technologies.
Opposed to simulation in a ’normal’ Industry 3.0 environment, the Industry 4.0
environment requires the simulation model to be interconnected directly and in real-time
to either the production system or preferably all interconnected CPSs. Additionally, the
Industry 4.0 simulation model requires knowledge on the real-time location of products in
the manufacturing system. Otherwise, it will be impossible to make a precise simulation,
as all products would be ’fed’ into the simulation model from start, making the model less
valuable for the Industry 4.0 environment. It is essential for the digital twin that all exact
locations, specifications and configurations are known to create precise simulation results.
In summation, creating an Industry 4.0 simulation model entails creating a system that
can interact in real-time with PLCs, ERP systems, and so on from all entities within the
smart factory, supply chain and value chain.
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Chapter 4

AAU Smart Factory
This chapter will briefly introduce the AAU Smart Factory, also called ’SmartLab’, on
what it is, how it is used and its purpose.
The Smart Factory is an Industry 4.0 based learning factory, which acts as a manufacturing
plant located at the Department of Materials and Production at Aalborg University in
Aalborg. It is essentially a ’small factory’ which;
• is a playground for companies, research partners and students to collaborate on a real,
physical production setup, used to integrate results from AAU Smart Production,
• is a ’meeting point’ for researchers from AAU Smart Production,
• is a platform for teaching in Smart Production technologies,
• demonstrates how manufacturing companies can benefit from Smart Production
technologies.
The intent of the Smart Factory is to elevate the knowledge and research on the subject
of smart factories in an Industry 4.0 environment, mentioned in section 3.2. Aalborg
University seeks to fulfill this issue through collaboration between researchers, students
and industries alike. Through knowledge on Automation, Digitalization and Organization,
the ultimate goal is to demonstrate a case study on the smart factory in a fully equipped
Industry 4.0 environment. Aalborg University purchased AAU Smart Factory in 2016
for the purpose of conducting research projects. Moreover, the smart factory is currently
being used in several teaching projects across nine different studies on the Department of
Materials and Production. [Aalborg University, 2018]
AAU Smart Factory itself consists of several production modules, each having a
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) which can be reconfigured in any way required in
a production setup both geographically and operationally. Meaning, a production module
can be moved to another part of the ’factory’ if capacity requires so. Currently, however,
the reconfiguration of the Smart Factory is a manual time consuming matter, which is why
the Smart Factory is rarely transformed physically. An overview of the current setup can
be seen in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Current setup of AAU Smart Factory
The current setup enables the Smart Factory to produce very simple ’dummy smartphones’
in different colors and with different setup of fuses inside. This is of course very basic,
yet the functionality and principles of an Industry 4.0 factory is still illustrated. Namely,
that through smart products and smart machines, the factory can run various production
setups without the need for human interference.
The autonomous production is achieved through Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID)
tags and sensors embedded throughout the factory. The scheduling, Bill of Material
(BOM), routing through the factory and so on is managed by a Manufacturing Execution
System (MES) developed by the manufacturer of the modules; Festo. Each time a potential
action or decision is to be made, the production modules communicates to MES, which
then responds back the correct handling for that specific case. Additionally, each time an
action is performed or an RFID tag is scanned, a message is forwarded to a KUKA Cloud
installed on the AAU Smart Factory. The reason for having two systems registering and
controlling movements on the factory is simply to explore the opportunity to do so, as
AAU Smart Factory is after all a learning factory.

4.1

Production Modules

AAU Smart Factory consists of eight production modules designed by Festo divided into
three distinct types of modules. Festo produces several different production modules used
in smart factories / learning factories worldwide. This paper will only refer to the three
used in the AAU Smart Factory.
Each module is equipped with a standard conveyor, PLC, RFID scanner etc. The most
common module is named the Basic Module, seen in Figure 4.2a, which is the backbone of
AAU Smart Factory. It can either be utilized as purely transportation or equipped with
additional functionality or applications.
The next production module is named Junction, illustrated in Figure 4.2b. The Junction
12
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module is capable of turning products 90 degrees, enabling for more complex production
setups rather than linear production lines only.
The last module is named Robot, and it consists of a shielded robot arm with a normal
transportation conveyor in the opposite side, as illustrated in Figure 4.2c.

(a) Basic module with possibility for two applications

(b) Junction which can alter
direction and have possibility
for one application

(c) Robot with a conveyor on
opposite site, no possibility
for further applications

Figure 4.2: Production modules in AAU Smart Factory
The following will elaborate on the three types of modules.

4.1.1

Basic Module

The Basic Module, seen in Figure 4.2a, consists of two individual smart machines, which
are combined into one single unit for transportation purposes in practice. Each machine
has a dedicated PLC with appertaining ICT technology, connecting to both MES and the
KUKA cloud. If no applications are installed on top of the Basic Module, it will simply
act as a conveyor between two processes. The type of applications that can be installed
varies a lot, yet once again this paper will only refer to the ones which are actually used
on AAU Smart Factory, which are:
• Mounting Bottom Cover
• Drilling
• Mounting Top Cover
• Camera Inspection
• Flexible Station (used for various operations)
• Manual Repair Station
• Manual Packing
The operations each application can carry out will not be explained, as it is self-explanatory
off their names.
As each application is installed on similar Basic Modules, it makes for highly reconfigurable
machines, which allows managers to relocate production capacity on demand.
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Junction

The Junction module consists of one PLC that both controls the straight conveyor on
one side and the intersecting conveyors on the other side. The straight conveyor can be
equipped with an application, however it is not the case for AAU Smart Factory. When a
product enters the intersecting conveyors from either side, its RFID tag is scanned, telling
the PLC of the Junction which route properties are current for that specific product. This
enables AAU Smart Factory to have products with different route properties, which makes
for a shorter throughput time, due to basics of queuing theory.

4.1.3

Robot

The Robot module is a very unique module. Like Junction, it consists of one PLC
controlling all three of its conveyors. As the whole module is shielded off in a cube from
humans, seen in Figure 4.2c, the opposite side of the robot cannot be reached, resulting
in no applications installed on that side. On the side of the robot, two conveyors are
found. The one closest to the robot is the processing conveyor, transporting products to
the robot that requires robot operations. The middle conveyor is a simple transporting
conveyor, which is crucial to avoid bottlenecks while the robot is carrying out operations.
Like applications, the Robot is in itself an application that can install Printed Circuit
Boards (PCBs) on the products as well as fuses on the PCBs afterwards.

4.2

The Manufacturing Process

Having explored the machines and managing systems of AAU Smart Factory, this section
will deepen the understanding on a technical level of how the actual assembly of products
is carried out.

4.2.1

Products on Pallets

All products are carried and transported through the Smart Factory on smart pallets, seen
in Figure 4.3a, which are equipped with RFID tags. All 13 pallets have a unique ID, which
is used to control their routes and operations in MES. The pallets are specially designed
with a bedplate for the product on top, which ensures that products do not fall off when
turning in corners.

(a) An empty pallet, used to
carry products

(b) Exploded view of a standard product [Cordes, 2018]

Figure 4.3: Pallet and product
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The exploded view of a product, seen in Figure 4.3b, shows the BOM of a standard product.
The Lower Part is black in all product types. However, the amount of Fuses and placement
hereof may vary in products of AAU Smart Factory. Moreover, the Upper Part can vary in
color, making for a blue and white edition smartphone as well. The exploded view shows
how the product is to be assembled from bottom to top. The assembly operations and
sequence hereof is for a standard black smartphone as such:
1. Mounting of bottom cover
2. Drilling of ’holes’ in bottom cover
3. Robot assembles PCB to bottom cover and mounts fuses
4. Quality check with camera application
5. Manual repair if failed quality inspection
6. Mounting of upper cover
7. Manual unload
The sequencing hereof is all managed from the MES system created by Festo, which is
incorporated into a sequel database called FestoMES. FestoMES is further divided up into
tables, which are all interrelated to provide functionality.

4.2.2

Festo Manufacturing Execution System

For FestoMES to function, several parameters and unique IDs are to be dedicated and
managed from within the database. By constantly and in real time updating FestoMES,
the smart factory knows at all times which pallets carry which products, the last location
of pallets, where products need to be operated next etc. It is the final part, i.e. where
products need to be operated next that accounts for the most critical element in FestoMES.
From the following list, if a machine is to decide whether to process or not, it checks if
StepNo is equal to that of NextStepNo. This loop ensures processes are only carried out on
correct products (see section 9.4). The following list shows an example from tblStepDef,
which includes some of the deciding parameters that makes out the backbone of FestoMES.
tblStepDef:
• WPNo - The product type
• StepNo - The operation to be carried out dependent on ResourceID
• NextStepNo - Next operation to carry out. After operation StepNo has been
executed, NextStepNo will be written to StepNo, updating the next operation
required on this pallet.
• ErrorStepNo - Used, if operation StepNo is unsuccessful, to update which operation
is next for repairment of product.
• ResourceID - Unique ID which each machine and its PLC is equipped with.
When a PLC scans an RFID tag, it calls FestoMES, asking if ResourceID is equal to the
ID of that specific PLC and if the operation of StepNo can be carried out on that specific
PLC, i.e. if StepNo is equal to NextStepNo. If confirmed, the PLC begins its operation,
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and if declined it will simply let the pallet through without any operations executed. This
is the very basics of how a Festo smart production is functioning.
To control each distinct palette and the various products that goes through the system, a
second table called tblCarrier is used. It links the unique palette IDs with order numbers
etc.
tblCarrier:
• CarrierID - the ID of each palette (called Carrier in FestoMES).
• ONo - The order number of the current product on the palette.
• OPos - The order position of the current product on the palette. Used to manage
multiple products within the same order.
The table tblCarrier is key for managing the position and state of products in real time,
meaning, it is constantly getting updated information pulled and pushed from PLCs
throughout the Smart Factory.
A third significant table that enables smart products and machines is called tblOrderPos.
This table contains some of the same variables as the two previous tables, however it also
contains what operation is to be executed next on the product, production times etc. The
duplicate values of above tables will not be mentioned here.
tblOrderPos:
• PlanedStart - The planned start of production.
• PlanedEnd - The planned end of production. It is based on static unrealistic cycle
times within FestoMES, which makes it somewhat unfit for use. However, it can be
brought up to date, if one wishes to measure the Overall Equipment Effectivenesss
(OEE).
• Start - Actual start of production.
• End - Actual end of production.
Combined with StepNo and ResourceID from the additional tables, it is possible to define
exactly the last location of a palette, its content (product), the order number and position,
what operation is to be made next and which machine is required to fulfill the next
operation.
As fairly emphasized, having the three mentioned tables fully operational, enables for
full control in AAU Smart Factory. As such, it is also these three tables that should be
incorporated and centered around in an Industry 4.0 simulation, the digital twin.
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Initial Problem Statement
Since 2011 at the Hannover Fair, where the German Industrie 4.0 was first introduced
to the world, all the leading production technology think tanks has been concerned with
and researching on the principles, applications and impact of Industry 4.0. The digital
twin is especially in focus, as it has the potential to optimize the remaining technologies
of the smart factory through simulation and complex algorithms, essentially creating the
’perfect’ factory. With the purchasement of AAU Smart Factory, Aalborg University seeks
to elevate the knowledge on Industry 4.0 for all stakeholders in its environment. Especially
SMEs with no ability to have large budgets on R&D find themselves lacking behind the
knowledge and opportunities of smart productions. According to [Uhlemann et al., 2017],
the digital twin, acting as a learning factory, can address this very issue:
’ [...] especially within SME, IT systems are only fractionally implemented, particularly
holistic solutions are lacking. Therefore, a learning concept needs to be developed and
implemented, enabling participants to familiarize themselves with needed technologies,
implementation effort and advantages of the Digital Twin.’ [Uhlemann et al., 2017]
Before initiating this paper, a meeting was held with Casper Schou and Ole Madsen of
Department of Materials and Production at Aalborg University. At the meeting, a range of
possible improvements on AAU Smart Factory was discussed. It was evident, that a vision
of being the world leading knowledge institution on Industry 4.0 was desired. One way to
come a step closer the vision is to develop a digital twin on the Smart Factory. Through
the digital twin, further principles, methodologies and advantages of a smart production
could be explored and demonstrated.
In continuation hereof, the desire from Integrate to be a front-runner on Industry 4.0
areas within the business areas of Integrate and in particular simulation, it is an ideal
opportunity to combine the needs of both Aalborg University and Integrate. Building
the digital twin in the simulation software Enterprise Dynamics accelerates the knowledge
development on Industry 4.0 simulation within Integrate. At the same time, the actual
development and implementation of the digital twin on AAU Smart Factory, elevates the
possibility for Aalborg University to improve applicable areas and knowledge sharing of
AAU Smart Factory.
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The initial problem statement is summarized in the following:
• Develop a digital twin on AAU Smart Factory in the software Enterprise Dynamics
which can be utilized by users with basic knowledge within the topic of simulation.
Users of the digital twin will need to have a basic understanding of simulation principles
as well as a minor introduction to the simulation model in general. However, nothing
more than a basic understanding is required, as the digital twin is after all an autonomous
model, thus users will only need to interpret and analyze simulation results produced.
The next chapter will clarify what course of actions are needed to fulfill the vision of an
autonomous digital twin on AAU Smart Factory. To do this, an understanding of the steps
required to develop a digital twin is made. In addition, a summation of the current phase
of the simulation model already developed on AAU Smart Factory and its inadequacies is
presented.
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Methodology
When composing any paper or report that attempts to test hypotheses or create new bases
of understanding, it is crucial that the correct methodology is applied and accounted for.
The reader needs to be able to follow the chain of evidence to ensure the paper is not
fictional and can in fact be used for later references. In fact, if any other researcher was
to conduct the exact same project, the result of such should be equal when following the
same structure, as the logic of the paper should be fact-based.
This chapter seeks to elaborate on data selection and methodologies used. Moreover, the
trustworthiness hereof is to be explored and accounted for.

6.1

Data Selection and Collection

Data selected and applied through this paper can be divided into two different areas.
According to [Bryman and Bell, 2007], data collection can be performed by either Desk
research or Field research. The two are distinct in their actual retrieval and sourcing,
and thus how they are to be applied in a research. Further, the two types of research
are distinctive in the type of data obtained, which is divided into primary and secondary
sources [Hox and Boeije, 2005]. Each relevant chapter has been categorized by its method
of research in Table 6.1 and are explained beneath the table.
Chapter
Chapter 2 - Internship
Chapter 3 - Industry 4.0
Chapter 4 - AAU Smart Factory
Chapter 7 - Initial Analysis
Chapter 9 - The Digital Twin

Method(s) used
Summary of internship paper, Desk research
Descriptive, Desk research
Field research (observations, walkthrough), Desk
research
Field research (observations, enhancement on
framework), Desk research
(Field research)

Table 6.1: Overview of research methods applied per chapter
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Desk Research
Desk research is the act of collecting data through secondary sources. Secondary sources
refers to information and data that already exists and as such is collected and interpreted
in different ways than was the initial intent. In a project like this, such data is often
seen as articles, books and journals from various authors of relevance. Such literature has
primarily been found by performing relevant internet searches on pivotal keywords, after
which the search results were scrutinized by subject, author, reliability of publisher etc.
The desk research have been applied differently per chapter. Chapter 2 is purely a resume
of the internship paper that acts as an initiator for this paper. Desk research of chapter 3
and chapter 4 is knowledge gathering on relevant subjects, used to create the basis for the
problem statement. Whereas, desk research in chapter 7 is used to outline the current
state and delimitations hereof of AAU Smart Factory.

Field Research
Field research refers to primary information obtained through field experience, interviews
and observations. Primary information is information that is ’created’ by the researcher
himself. Through this paper, field research has been widely used in chapter 4 and chapter 7
to create an understanding of the physical system in AAU Smart Factory. Through
observations, experimenting with different setups and walkthroughs from Casper Schou,
the basis of understanding was established and further improved throughout the semester.

6.2

Quality of Research Design

Through this paper, an implicit research design has been utilized. The research design
is highly based on both theoretical approaches acquired when searching for literature as
well as the logic used in previous simulation studies conducted. Even though implicit,
the quality of the research design can be explored - and should be - to justify the data
inputs of a paper. According to [Yin, 2009], the justification is crucial in defining the
trustworthiness of a paper. He also states that the research design can be divided into
four areas of examinations: Construct validity, Internal validity, External validity and
Reliability.

Construct Validity
Construct validity concerns ensuring that the research is not based on subjective opinions
when collecting and analyzing data. If subjective reasoning dictates the foundation of
a research, the results may vary from both real life facts and other studies on the
same subject. [Yin, 2009] states that three tactics are crucial for ensuring a satisfying
construct validity: use multiple sources of evidence, establish chain of evidence and have
key informants review drafts.
In this paper, multiple sources has been used on critical areas such as collection of data
on AAU Smart Factory. Copies of FestoMES has been taken on different point of times to
ensure the database was working correctly, which were compared to observation made on
the physical system. Analyses and work performed on databases from both FestoMES and
KUKA have been scrutinized with Casper Schou, Aalborg University. Likewise, the coding
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of the simulation model has been examined by Dan Knudsen, Integrate. This approach has
ensured a triangulation of information, eliminating the factor of subjective interpretations.
The chain of evidence has been maintained through the report by use of citations, which
allows the reader to inspect the sources.

Internal Validity
The second area of examination addresses the issue of understanding the inference when
analyzing and developing solution proposals for a research. To elaborate, investigators
should be able to explain why event X led to event Y, while considering event Z’s
interference on event Y. If they are unable to comprehend effects of the event Zs of a
research, the internal validity will then be considered deficient and may produce inferior
conclusions.
In this project, the methods applied concerns strongly around pattern matching and
explanation building in the analyses of FestoMES and KUKA, and use of simulation logic
in terms of the actual coding effort. Before applied, methods have been discussed and
reviewed by respectively Casper Schou and Dan Knudsen on analysis of data, step-by-step
framework and coding effort respectively. The framework presented in subsection 7.1.1,
has been derived from [Cordes, 2018] from where after consideration and review by Dan
Knudsen has been expanded with an extra step based on theory from [Deloitte, 2015].

External Validity
External validity revolves around whether the project, methods and results can be applied
to other cases. As this project is based on AAU Smart Factory, which consists of modules
produced by Festo A/S, the digital twin can by little effort be transferred to smart factories
alike. Likewise, the approach and structure of the framework used to develop the digital
twin may be used on other cases to some degree. An example could be the decisive approach
from [Law, 2003] on how to develop a simulation model, which is seen in chapter 9.

Reliability
The final test area relates to the reliability of a project, i.e. to what extent a similar project
can be repeated and produce the exact same results. The methods applied in this paper
either derives or are exact uses of acknowledged literature. As such, if repeated, the case
should produce the same result and conclusion. For the development of the simulation
model and connectivity to FestoMES and KUKA databases, all can be performed in many
different ways. However, by validating each area of work via validation techniques, it
should yield the exact same results, independent of how the coding and functionality has
been structured. To summarize, the code used for the modelling of the digital twin in this
paper produces result A, while a different coding on the same project should also produce
result A.
Having established the methodology to be used forward, the analytic and developmental
work of the paper can now begin.
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Initial Analysis
From the scope created by the initial problem statement, this chapter will deepen the
understanding on key elements of the problem statement to come - the digital twin and
status on current simulation possibilities of AAU Smart Factory.

7.1

Digital Twin

Before exploring the process of actually creating a digital twin, the foundation of what the
digital twin is will shortly be restated to create a better understanding for the rest of this
section.
The digital twin ’[...] can create an evolving profile of the object or process in the digital
world that may provide important insights on system performance, leading to actions in
the physical world such as a change in product design or manufacturing process.’ [Deloitte,
2015]
According to [Deloitte, 2015], the digital twin in manufacturing systems is reliant on
five enabling components that together constitutes the digital twin, i.e. sensors, data,
integration, analytics and actuators.
1. Sensors - Sensors distributed throughout the manufacturing system capture
operational and environmental data from all types of entities in the physical system.
2. Data - Data captured from sensors are aggregated with real-world data from
the enterprise, such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, BOM, CAD
drawings of products, customer behaviour and external data from outside the
environment of the enterprise.
3. Integration - Integration entails the communication from sensors to the digital
world and vice versa. It does so through ICT, standard protocols, cybersecurity etc.
4. Analytics - Through analytics, insights in the manufacturing system are created by
analyzing all the aggregated data in complex optimization algorithms, simulations
and visualizations.
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5. Actuators - If potential for increased efficiency, optimization or so are found
through the analytics in the digital twin, the digital world will send signals back
to the actuators. The actuators are basically the physical components that can be
interacted with and altered in the manufacturing system.
The interrelation between the five components and their function in the physical and digital
world can be seen in Figure 7.1. The digital twin acts as a loop of continuous optimization
through constant calculations via algorithms, simulation and visualization.

Figure 7.1: Correlation between the physical and digital environments of a manufacturing
system [Deloitte, 2015]
Knowing the key components used in the development of a digital twin, a step-by-step
plan will be presented next.

7.1.1

Step-By-Step Plan to Develop a Digital Twin

The step-by-step plan will further scope the required effort of this paper.
As
aforementioned, [Cordes, 2018] has previously conducted a master thesis on a digital twin
of AAU Smart Factory. As such, the step-by-step plan of this paper will highly be based on
his findings as well as the literature from [Deloitte, 2015]. Though, the five level step-bystep plan presented in the master thesis is not found to be fully comprehensive, thus it will
be increased to a six level step-by-step plan. An overview of the framework is presented
in Figure 7.2 and elaborated below.
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Figure 7.2: Step-by-step plan in the development of a digital twin
The step-by-step plan developed for this paper is entirely a potential framework and not
a generic definitive framework to be applied on all manufacturing systems. Some steps a
generic framework would entail, besides the ones of Figure 7.2, would be the preparation
of the physical system to be used in a digital twin. In elaboration, it is the implementation
of sensors, actuators and possibility for integration. The three are not mentioned in this
papers digital twin framework, as they are already incorporated into the physical system
of AAU Smart Factory. Former research projects on AAU Smart Factory has required
some of the digital twin enabling components to be implemented on the smart factory
previously. As such, the framework of Figure 7.2 can be stated as being customized to the
circumstances currently present on AAU Smart Factory.
To create a digital twin on AAU Smart Factory, the first step is to collect relevant data
required to create a conceptual model of the physical system. Data such as machine
properties, layout, routing, operational times (cycle time, conveyor speed etc.), product
variation etc. are to be mentioned. Afterwards, the conceptual model should be verified
with relevant stakeholders. The emphasis when developing a digital twin is to at any
point of time ensure the logic of the physical system is imitated correctly in its digital
counterpart. The smallest margin of error in the logic may produce incorrect simulation
results.
Step two entails the actual development of the simulation model, i.e. the process of going
from conceptual to actual model. Validation tests should be conducted after development,
to ensure simulation results are in accordance with real-world results. When successful,
the simulation model itself is already a great tool to optimize current systems and develop
new initiatives.
However, an autonomous self decision-making model is desired, thus step three introduces
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the enabling of communication between the physical and the digital system. It is key to
the decision-making stage of the digital twin to have information on the properties and
states of the physical system in real time.
The newly introduced step compared to [Cordes, 2018] framework, step four, is the enabling
of autonomous replication in the simulation model. It is crucial for an accurate digital
twin that it can directly replicate placement of Work-in-Progress (WIP) products on
the manufacturing line. Without replication of physical placement, the simulation model
would have to run a warm-up period before each simulation to replicate a production with
products on the manufacturing line. Yet, even with the warm-up period, the simulation
model cannot guarantee that the placement of WIP products are consistent with the
physical system. Additionally, machine properties are also to be replicated autonomously,
so if the physical layout is altered, the new layout, placement of machines, type of
applications installed etc. will be up-to-date. Moreover, step three and four combined
ensures the removal of risk of human error, as all data is simply derived directly from the
managing systems of the smart factory.
Step five introduces the analysis of simulation results. Complex algorithms are to analyze
and interpret simulation results aggregated with current state of play from the physical
system as well as enterprise-related data on customers, suppliers, competitors etc. Having
all relevant data aggregated before analyses and interpretation in complex algorithms,
enables for the best basis of information to decision makers.
The final step includes the enabling of autonomous control and decision making. It is the
act of firstly interpreting the results of step five, making the correct decision on that basis
and lastly acting on the decision. Meaning, to make physical changes in the physical world
through actuators in accordance with whatever decision is made.
Some of the above-mentioned steps have already been realized by [Cordes, 2018]. As of
this, the work of his master thesis will shortly be summarized in the following, to further
scope the paper on what actions need to be fulfilled in order to fully create a digital twin
on AAU Smart Factory.

7.2

Current State of Digital Twin on AAU Smart Factory

[Cordes, 2018] visioned a digital twin with opportunity to manually enter data properties
on machines, products an so on, essentially creating a simulation suite, from where users
manually could create a replication of AAU Smart Factory. This was focal for his master
thesis, as the scope of that paper included the aspect of having relevant stakeholders use
his digital twin to learn the principles of a smart production instead of using the physical
AAU Smart Factory.
By following Law’s seven step approach on developing a simulation model [Law, 2003],
he ensured validation and verification between the physical and digital world. Through
his effort, he succeeded in creating the three production modules within the digital world.
Their exact physical behaviors were also incorporated herein. Each production module
was developed with an attaining Guided User Interface (GUI) to manipulate machine
properties. The GUI included the following parameters:
• Cycle time
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• Setup time (changeover)
• Mean Time To Failure (MTTF)
• Mean Time To Repair (MTTR)
• Entry Trigger (basic simulation parameter)
• Exit Trigger (basic simulation parameter)
• Conveyor speed
• Send to (Controls routing of pallets on e.g. Junction)
Having these parameters available to alter machine properties, permits the user to firstly
create a complete imitation of the physical world and secondly performing experiments
with different machine properties hereon. Thus, new setups of AAU Smart Factory could
be tested and analyzed before the actual alteration is going to be carried out on the physical
system. Moreover, entry-level simulation users could be introduced to principles of both
simulation and smart production at the same time, using the simulation suite of AAU
Smart Factory.
Besides of programming the logic of the physical world into the simulation suite, [Cordes,
2018] also visualized machinery through 2D and 3D CAD drawings. The visualization
further enhances the learning experience and understanding of AAU Smart Factory for
users. However, products were not visualized in 2D and 3D, meaning the user could not
see different processing and routes on different product types.
A major inadequacy to emphasize in the current digital twin is that it does not allow for
product variation. Meaning, the digital twin is only capable of altering machine properties
as well as route planning.
Based on the step-by-step plan presented in Figure 7.2, the current status of a digital
twin on AAU Smart Factory can be placed between step two and three. Meaning, the
simulation model with desired functionality has been accomplished, but is dependent on
human actions to enter properties on machines, routing, product type etc. To rephrase,
the autonomous elements and enablers are yet to be introduced.
Knowing which parts are yet to be developed in order to reach a total digital twin, the
achievable scope of development can be explored, as some pivotal delimitations are known
in advance.

7.3

Delimitations of Current State of AAU Smart Factory

The current state of the physical setup and its ICT connectivity of AAU Smart Factory
entails some delimitations that may prove to be essential for the scope of development of
the digital twin, i.e. how far into the vision of a total digital twin is actually feasible.
Firstly, altering of the physical layout of AAU Smart Factory is performed by hand. The
production modules are not yet capable of moving by themselves, as the software to perform
such movement is yet to be developed and the actual motors to create movement are yet
to be installed. Moreover, the replacement of applications on top of production modules
is also done by hand. [Aalborg University, 2018]
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Secondly, the development of advanced algorithms in the setup and analysis of simulation
runs, from step five of Figure 7.2, should be designed by specialists of mathematics and
statistics. The actual algorithms will possibly be performed in an advanced and complex
version of goal programming or linear programming.
Finally, the autonomous functionality to control the physical system and perform decision
making from the results of step five will require an advanced artificial intelligence. The AI
should be designed and ’trained’ by experts of deep machine learning by developing a neural
network. The AI will be able to learn from historical data and results, to continuously
improve its decision making. [Arel et al., 2010]
In conclusion, the delimitations of the current setup of AAU Smart Factory all concerns
step 5 and 6 of Figure 7.2. As such, those two steps seem unfit for the scope of development
in this paper.
Having explored the elements of a digital twin while proposing a step-by-step framework
to accomplish one, the summation of the current state of a digital twin on AAU Smart
Factory and its delimitations of the physical setup were the final stages to proceed further
on the vision of a full digital twin in the industry 4.0 environment of AAU Smart Factory.
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Chapter 8

Problem Statement
From the initial analysis, a presentation of the digital twin as well as how to create one
was shown. A comparison of the framework presented in subsection 7.1.1 to the actual
current state of a digital twin on AAU Smart Factory from section 7.2 reveals that a lot
of work is still required before fully reaching the vision of Casper Schou and Ole Madsen,
mentioned in the initial problem statement of chapter 5.
The comparison indicates that the current status of a digital twin on AAU Smart factory
can be placed between step two and three of the framework. Knowing this, the scope
of the paper can be narrowed down to developing further on the work of [Cordes, 2018].
However, the creation of a total digital twin requires too many resources to be performed
in a paper like this. Thus, a narrowed down aim of this paper will be set to be achieved.
In addition to the creation of a digital twin being a comprehensive task, AAU Smart
Factory also entails some decisive delimitations. The delimitations concern development
of advanced algorithms, physical altering of production setup and deep learning artificial
intelligence, i.e. step five and step six of the framework.
Having both delimitations from a research perspective as well as AAU Smart Factory, this
paper will focus on finalizing step two, i.e. enabling product variation, and reaching the
potential of step four; enabling communication between digital and physical systems, while
autonomously having the digital twin replicating its physical counterpart. Accomplishing
this, will enable users of AAU Smart Factory to simulate the current production setup of
that specific point of time, to analyze and understand how the factory is performing before
the real production begins. Thus, by human interference and through trial-and-error, the
best production layout and mix of products can be determined before production. This will
enable users of AAU Smart Factory to further demonstrate and understand principles of an
Industry 4.0 production system, while the technical functionality developed in Enterprise
Dynamics will increase Integrates knowledge on Industry 4.0 simulation.
The problem statement can be summarized as the following:
• With the current state of a digital twin on AAU Smart Factory, further develop the
digital system to reach the state of autonomous replication of its physical counterpart.
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Chapter 9

The Digital Twin
Through this chapter, the development of the digital twin to reach step four of the presented
framework in Figure 7.2 will be composed. The effort on the digital twin will follow a seven
step approach to conduct a simulation model, developed by [Law, 2003]. The seven step
approach ensures that each step performed is carefully contemplated, verified and executed
correctly.
The following sections show the seven step approach separated into outlined sections.

9.1

Formulate the Problem

The problem is stated in the problem statement and can be divided into three areas of
work. The first being to establish connection between the digital twin and the physical
system, and the second being to autonomously replicate properties of the physical system
to the digital twin. The second is of course dependent on the first, as it is impossible to
retrieve information from a physical system, if no channels of information and data have
been established. Finally, the third problem, to enable product variation, is automatically
achieved by establishing autonomous replication of the physical system, while the very
coding hereof follows the techniques used by [Cordes, 2018]. As such, how to enable
product variation will not be further elaborated in this paper.
To establish connection between a physical and digital system might sound intangible,
thus it must be concretized to set up a tangible problem that can be measured to verify its
functionality. A definition of such problem can be to create a direct connection between
the physical and digital counterparts of production modules, applications, products and
pallets. That is, all properties required to run a simulation of AAU Smart Factory.
Next, autonomously replicating the physical system in the digital twin is in itself a tangible
goal, which is partly fulfilled through the connection established prior and partly by
developing the functionality in the simulation model itself.
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Collect Information/Data and Construct a Conceptual
Model

This step normally concerns collecting all necessary data to create the simulation model, i.e.
machine properties (cycle time, MTTF etc.), factory layout, assumptions to be made and
so on. From this information, the developer should construct a conceptual model, which
is to create the entire simulation model on a concept, to present for relevant stakeholders.
Doing this can often eliminate various flaws of the simulation model, before the actual
coding of the model takes place. It may seem time-consuming and unnecessary, yet it will
probably shorten the total developing time of the simulation model.
To carry out this step on the digital twin, however, requires a bit different approach, as
the focus is entirely on the connectivity and autonomous replication in the digital twin.
The conceptual model of a digital twin requires information on the structure of FestoMES,
the MES controlling and containing all information on production modules, routings,
product types etc. Having a complete overview on all types and combinations of
products, machines and routings required for the digital twin to operate is essential, as
all combinations need to be able to be simulated within. To achieve the functionality to
simulate such combinations, each machine, product and routing type need to be modelled
within the simulation model. This will be performed manually in this project, yet in a full
scale production, protocols can be developed to autonomously translate properties of the
physical system into the coding language 4DScript used by Enterprise Dynamics.
To achieve the insight in MES, the FestoMES database, consisting of 56 tables and
11 queries, must be analyzed and interpreted to fully understand the controlling and
management of AAU Smart Factory. The analysis of FestoMES showed that the majority
of tables and queries of FestoMES are in fact of no importance to the information/data
required to build a digital twin. This may be due to a lot of the tables are used to manage
the front-end software, used directly on production modules within AAU Smart Factory.
The three most important tables that makes up the backbone of the MES, are tblStepDef,
tblCarrier and tblOrderPos, which are elaborated in subsection 4.2.2.
FestoMES does not know the actual positions of pallets on the smart factory, it is only
capable of telling where the pallet needs an operation next and where it has last been
processed. As a result, KUKA was introduced to AAU Smart Factory, which is a secondary
management system, that writes down placement of pallets to a cloud server, regardless of
whether the product had been processed on a production module. To replicate the exact
placement of products on AAU Smart Factory in the digital twin, this information from
KUKA needs to be retrieved. With help from Hjalte Nielsen, Staff Member with University
Degree, Aalborg University’s Department of Materials and Production, a python script was
developed to retrieve data from the KUKA cloud in real time.
Having both real time information on machine properties, product types and current routes
of pallets while also knowing the last seen placement of all pallets, the conceptual model
is now finished. Nothing will be illustrated, as all factors of the conceptual model are
back-end, meaning they consist of functionality and coding, which enhances the digital
twin to reach step four.
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Is the Conceptual Model Valid

The validation of the conceptual model is a crucial step in ensuring that choice of data
input, functionality of simulation model, assumptions made and so on are all correctly
carried out. As shortly mentioned in the section above, validation of the conceptual model
can eliminate various misconceptions and flaws that may result in a misleading simulation
model, producing faulty simulation results. [Law, 2003]
To carry out this step, the analysis and interpretation of FestoMES has been discussed
with Casper Schou, one of the superusers of AAU Smart Factory. Additionally, copies
of FestoMES retrieved on different point of times showed that interpretations made on
FestoMES in fact was consistent with observations of what happened in the physical system
of AAU Smart Factory.
The same procedure was carried out on the validation of data retrieved from KUKA cloud.
Again, comparing data retrieved from KUKA with the real life smart factory ensured that
the python script was working correctly and that data was fit for use in the digital twin.

9.4

Program the Model

The programming of the model can be carried out in different ways. Examples are
direct connections to PLCs via Object Linking and Embedding (OLE), SQL statements
connecting Enterprise Dynamics and FestoMES database or by having support tables
within Enterprise Dynamics to prepare the desired data and information retrieved from
FestoMES and KUKA. For this paper, the latter has been chosen, as it is less timeconsuming, while still capable of demonstrating the capability of a digital twin.
For the development of the digital twin of AAU Smart Factory, seven support tables were
designed to address the desire for autonomous replication. The tables were divided by
color in blue (used for KUKA) and olive (used for FestoMES) - and green used to record
simulation results. An overview of tables used is presented in Figure 9.1a. Tables in
Enterprise Dynamics are very basic and only capable of presenting data. As such, the
underlying functionality used to read and write data is coded into each atom of machines,
pallets and products respectively within the simulation model.
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(a) Overview of supporting
tables in Enterprise Dynamics

(b) Example of OperationsTable, used to manage processing of products

Figure 9.1: Supporting tables in Enterprise Dynamics
To describe and elaborate on the functionality programmed into the digital twin, an
example of how routings and processing times are managed will shortly be presented,
and a cutout of its appertaining code is displayed in Appendix A.
First, a variable called tmpRow is defined with the initial value of 1, to ensure that the
loop later used will always start from row 1 of the table used.
Next, the LoopUntil command is utilized, which loops the code from line 144 - 147 until
the two statements are found true. From subsection 4.2.2, we find that i.WPNo is the
product type written on each pallet and AttUByName([ResourceID],c) is the unique ID
of the current (c) production module, i.e. the module executing the code. i.WPNo is
compared with column 2 of OperationsTable and ResourceID is compared with column
6. The loop reads the OperationsTable from Figure 9.1b. Each time the loop is executed
with one or both statements false, it increases the variable tmpRow until it finally reaches
the correct row, i.e. the row representing the current product type and the current
machine. After having found the row, an if-statement starting in line 152 ensures that
i.NextStepNo is firstly above 0 and secondly is equal to column 3 of the tmpRow that was
just looped. Column 3 in OperationsTable represents the StepNo of the current pallet.
From subsection 4.2.2, recall that if StepNo and NextStepNo are equal, the pallet is
to be processed on the current machine. If the if-statement of line 152 is true, firstly
i.NextStepNo is updated to the next required process on the pallet in line 158. Secondly, a
variable called tmpDist is to be defined, which is the placeholder for the value that is going
to be the cycle time for that specific process. However, before defining the variable, the
code checks whether the mean, minimum and maximum value of that specific tmpRow are
equal. If equal, the triangular function cannot work, as one cannot have the same mean,
minimum and maximum in a triangular distribution. Thus, the tmpDist will simply be
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defined in line 164 as the cycle time. Suppose the mean, minimum and maximum are not
equal, then tmpDist will be defined as a triangular function in line 166 - 169. With the
tmpDist, the pallet will be processed for that amount of time on the current machine,
before being sent on to the next production module.
This was only a minor cutout of the code, containing over 800 lines for each machine.
However, all machines, pallets, products and so forth are built up by this logic within
4DScript. All atoms developed to run the digital twin as desired can be seen in Appendix C.
By having all entities in the digital twin receiving properties from supporting tables, the
digital twin is one step closer to autonomous replication. However, the actual connection
between the digital and physical system still needs to be addressed.
In Enterprise Dynamics, the user is capable of defining a piece of coding, which will
automatically be executed when the model is reset, called OnReset. Through OnReset, all
tables are automatically updated with real-time information from FestoMES and KUKA.
This is achieved by connecting Enterprise Dynamics through SQL functionality to the
Microsoft Access databases containing FestoMES and KUKA respectively. To elaborate,
whenever the simulation model is reset, the databases are automatically being updated
with all current information on AAU Smart Factory, regarding machine properties, product
types, pallet placements, layout etc. Before importing to the simulation model, the queries
are preparing the data to have the desired formatting and layout for the supporting tables.
In the same instance, Enterprise Dynamics creates relevant copies of the databases and
pulls the updated data to the mentioned supporting tables. As a result, the supporting
tables consist of a direct representation of the physical system, whenever the model is
reset. Finally, all digital counterparts (machines, pallets) programmed in the simulation
model retrieves respective information from the supporting tables.
This is the logic of the digital twin produced in this paper.

9.5

Is the Programmed Model Valid

Several methods exists to validate a programmed model. The first being a face validity
[Law, 2003]. This method is applicable in situations where there are no existing system.
To perform a face validation, simulation results - in this case digital twin functionality - are
reviewed to determine whether they are consistent with how the system should operate.
This should of course be performed with relevant stakeholders and as such, the results have
been reviewed with superuser Casper Schou. The review showed that the functionality of
the digital twin was nearly perfectly consistent to how Casper Schou expected it to function.
The deviation was found in products not being able to be generated on their exact locations
at simulation start. Instead they are generated at their last known location, which is at the
placement of the RFID scanner on the latest passed production module. Thus a deviation
of the maximum length of one production module was existent. In seconds, it accounts for
a maximum deviation of 12 seconds in total transport time;
length of module
1.2 m
=
= 12 seconds
conveyor speed
0.1 m/s
Additionally, not all production modules within AAU Smart Factory are equipped with a
ResourceID tag in the physical system. In practice, this means if pallets are positioned on
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a production module with no ResourceID, then KUKA can only tell the pallets last known
location on a module that has a ResourceID tag. This further affects the consistency of the
digital twin negatively. To elaborate, if a pallet is placed on a module without ResourceID,
it will be generated within the digital twin on the previous module - assuming the previous
module is equipped with ResourceID.
The second method to determine the validity of the programmed model, is the most precise
method, however it requires that a physical system is existent. The method compares
the modelled system with the actual existing system, which is called results validation
[Law, 2003]. This has been the desired method of choice, however, after having finalized
the development of the digital twin, KUKA updated the API of their machines on AAU
Smart Factory. As a result, the python script developed by Hjalte Nielsen is no longer
functioning. Thus, a complete results validation cannot be performed at this point of time.
Instead a partially results validation have been made with a workaround addressing the
KUKA issue. The workaround consists of manually imitating the support table that KUKA
delivers from the KUKA cloud service. A test run was conducted on AAU Smart Factory
with several orders and product variations. From this test run, a snapshot of the FestoMES
was taken. At the same point of time, all pallet positions were observed and documented.
From the observed positions, the imitation of the KUKA table was made, which is seen
in Appendix B. From this, the digital twin was able to imitate the positions that were
observed on the test run.
Next, the snapshot taken from the test run was connected with the digital twin. Having
both the positions from the imitated PositionsTable as well as all data from FestoMES
from the same point of time facilitates the execution of a results validation. The results
validation proved to be nearly exact with its physical counterpart. Again, the issues of
KUKA only delivering data on last known positions - the RFID scanner - and some modules not having ResourceID affects the precision of the digital twin negatively. Still, the
results validation proved that the digital twin is capable of achieving the desired functionality from step 3 and 4 of the framework in Figure 7.2. The final results of both tests have
been demonstrated and discussed with both Casper Schou and Dan Knudsen, both stating
the digital twin is functioning as desired.
Step 6: Design, Conduct and Analyze Simulation Experiments and Step 7: Document and
Present the Simulation Results entail running experiments to achieve the goal of the actual
simulation study. That could be to optimize a production, find optimal number of workers,
best route planning etc.
The actual goal of the digital twin is to imitate the physical system. From this imitation,
the user is able to experiment with different machine properties, product types, layouts
etc. Simulation experiments demonstrating the capabilities of the digital twin, achieved
in step 2, has already been made by [Cordes, 2018] and as such it will not be replicated
in this paper. As step 3 and 4 of the digital twin are more centered around the back-end
functionality - connectivity, autonomous replication - a simulation experiment is not found
to be value-adding for this paper neither, as it will simply produce the same result as found
by [Cordes, 2018].
As of this, no simulation experiments will be carried out on the digital twin, as the actual
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development of the digital twin primarily affects the issues of faster modelling time and
eliminating the risk of human error when modelling the physical system in a simulation
model. Instead, a brief discussion of the outcome of the digital twin will take place.
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Outcome
This chapter will discuss the outcome of the digital twin, its effect on the two stakeholders
Integrate and AAU as well as potential for further research hereof.
The most prominent outcome of this paper on the digital twin is the autonomous
functionality, which ensures a faster more reliable capability for simulation of AAU Smart
Factory in the future. Eliminating the need for manually entering machine properties,
routes etc., shortens the amount of time it takes for users to simulate a production setup
on the factory. Further, it absolutely removes the risk of entering incorrect data on the
mentioned properties. Spending time and resources on analyzing faulty simulation results
may be an expensive business for users of AAU Smart Factory.
Having autonomous replication of the physical system also enables for better and faster
possibilities to act on layout changes, application changes and so on, while also being
capable of experimenting with changes that are yet to be implemented in the physical
system.
For the two stakeholders of this paper, Integrate and AAU, presentations of relevance
have been held. For Integrate, an internal meeting was held, where the functionality and
building blocks of the digital twin were presented. Integrate may utilize the current effort
made on the AAU Smart Factory digital twin and modify it to fit physical systems of other
customers.
On the other hand, AAU now has a digital twin on the level of autonomous replication, from
where it can demonstrate the capabilities hereof to anyone interested such as professors,
students, investors, industries etc. Moreover, AAU now has a solid foundation to further
develop on a more advanced digital twin in the future. Meaning, the current digital twin
is ready to be enhanced with complex algorithms that single-handedly computes the most
optimal way of producing a set of orders.
For the digital twin to reach the definitive states of step 5 and 6 of the discussed framework,
some work still needs to be carried out. As shortly mentioned, complex algorithms are
required for autonomous decision-making to compute the best way of producing a set of
orders. As developers grow wiser, these algorithms should be backed up by AI technology
such as deep machine learning, which through an artificial neural network can optimize its
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decision-making based on historical and previous experiences [Arel et al., 2010]. Thus the
principles of continuous optimization are implemented in the digital twin. The decisions
made by the algorithms are then to be carried out in the physical system by altering
physical actuators. In terms of AAU Smart Factory, this may be accomplished by pushing
data back to FestoMES, once the desired decisions have been made. Still, if this is possible
or not will require some extensive research into the functionality of FestoMES. In addition,
the vision of a smart factory that can geographically relocate its modules autonomously
requires both physical installations that enable movement of modules as well as a managing
system that is yet to be designed. According to Casper Schou, this vision is on the near
horizon of research projects to come on AAU Smart Factory. Finally, when the KUKA API
is functioning as desired again, a new results validation should be carried out to ensure
the digital twin is functioning as desired with connectivity to both FestoMES and KUKA
databases.
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Conclusion
After a successful internship in Integrate, this project was a natural derivation. From
internal meetings, Integrate expressed a desire to be front-runner on Industry 4.0 related
business areas. As Integrate has a good working relationship with the Department of
Materials and Production of Aalborg University, while also having a previous colleague
conducting an early-stage digital twin on AAU Smart Factory, it seemed like an ideal
opportunity to further develop the digital twin on AAU Smart Factory. From here, to
increase knowledge on Industry 4.0 simulation in Integrate, whilst enhancing the digital
twin for AAU Smart Factory.
A minor outline on Industry 4.0 in general as well as AAU Smart Factory led to a basis
of understanding, which derived the initial problem statement. From the initial problem
statement, it was clear that a deeper understanding on digital twin in general was required.
From the research, a framework consisting of a step-by-step plan, highly based on [Cordes,
2018] and further enhanced, was presented. To carry out the framework, the current state
of the AAU Smart Factory digital twin was first to be explored, where from delimitations
also were established. Knowing these three decisive factors, the aim of the paper could
be narrowed down to a tangible issue, outlined in the problem statement. Due to both
a lack of resources as well as the fact-based delimitations of AAU Smart Factory, the
aim of the paper was settled on further developing the current digital twin on AAU
Smart Factory to reach the vision of step 4 of the proposed framework. That is, enabling
communication between physical and digital systems and additionally enable autonomous
replication within the digital twin.
Following the acknowledged seven step approach conducted by [Law, 2003], the actual
development of the digital twin begun. The used approach ensured constant validation of
data as well as verification of logic used in the backend functionality of the digital twin.
After completion of developing the digital twin, a validation of the model was to take
place. The validation showed the digital twin being nearly perfect at imitating its physical
counterpart. The deviation was found in the fact that the managing systems of AAU
Smart Factory only logs the last known location, i.e. the last location an RFID tag on
a pallet was scanned. In practice, this means the digital twin may produce a maximum
deviation of the distance between two RFID scanners. As production modules only are
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equipped with one RFID scanner, this deviation can be concluded as utmost being the
length of one production module.
Furthermore, not all physical machines are equipped with the necessary identification
technology used in managing AAU Smart Factory. If a pallet in the physical system is
on a machine with no ID, the digital twin will imitate the pallet as being on the previous
machine instead, which further affects the precision of the digital twin.
The final chapter, Outcome, has discussed the potential usages of the paper as well as the
digital twin on AAU Smart Factory. Integrate has elevated its knowhow and understanding
of both the development of a digital twin as well as the use cases of such. Likewise, Aalborg
University has new possibilities to demonstrate further principles of the smart factory of
the future with its enhanced digital twin.
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Appendix A

Defining Process Times on
Machines
An example of how process time is defined on machines in accordance with product types.

Appendix B

Results Validation
Support Table of KUKA Cloud Named InMediasRes_PositionTable.

Appendix C

Overview of the Digital Twin
A screendump of the total digital twin presented in 2D with all appertaining atoms used
to run the simulation model.

